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Project Description 
 

For over 20 years, a staple of Providence culture has been the yearly series of bonfires on three rivers in the 

city’s downtown that is presented by WaterFire. While WaterFire was a primary driving force behind 

Providence’s renaissance, this on-going non-profit arts installation was in need of a permanent home for its 

operations. Consistent with both its creative and giving-back mentality, the organization selected to restore a 

former rubber factory mill building in an underserved neighborhood. Completed in 2017, the 37,000-square-

foot multi-use WaterFire Arts Center gives WaterFire Providence a permanent home, while preserving a 

historic building and helping to revitalize the Valley neighborhood of Providence. 

 

WaterFire’s artistic events have long been an economic driver in the community, each year bringing in over a 

million attendees, generating over $114 million of economic output for local businesses, more than $9 million 

in state tax revenues, and supporting nearly 1,300 jobs. Its headquarters’ relocation and development was 

intended to continue to advance the organization’s goals by creating a permanent international headquarters, 

production complex, and multi-purpose arts venue. The historic structure is a contributing property to the 

National Historic District and was built in 1929 by the U.S. Rubber Company, who manufactured a variety of 

products, including rubber footwear, tires, and military gear. The building was later occupied by Uniroyal® 

before going vacant and falling into disrepair. Following its purchase of the historic property in 2012, 

WaterFire Providence successfully pulled off a highly complex $13.75 million financing deal with the support 

from a team of professionals and using multiple tax credits, grants, and private donations.   

 

Comprehensive architectural and engineering services were required for this transformative project to convert 

this 1.3-acre industrial brownfield into the multi-functional facility required by WaterFire. The resulting space 

blends industrial and modern, and original details were maintained where possible. The preserved industrial 

framework of the building remains exposed, with steel beams creating the vaulted ceiling in the 15,000-

square-foot Main Hall. Historic wood roof panels, paint swatches, and period bricks can be found intact 

throughout, and new detailing and design were only added as necessary for function. Original train tracks 

leading into the building were re-inscribed as an ode to the building’s manufacturing history. Coiling overhead 

doors were replaced and matched to the original, allowing for trucks, boats, and large art exhibitions to enter 

the space. Perhaps the most striking visual element of the WaterFire Arts Center is the massive gantry crane 

that rolls the length of the building in the Main Hall. Although no longer wired for power, the crane is 

manually rolled and is often utilized for exhibitions and events.  

 

The newly restored building consolidates the once scattered WaterFire Providence’s operations. The 

flexibility of the Main Hall, adjoining rooms, a roof-top deck, and outdoor plaza area allows for the 

organization’s varied arts education programing and workshop space. To create an area for administrative 

offices, a second level was created by suspending steel off one of two original gantry cranes. In addition to 

being the all-inclusive WaterFire Providence headquarters, the building serves as a social enterprise venture 

benefiting the larger arts community in Providence, celebrating the best Rhode Island has to offer in visual 

and performing arts.   
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Project funding included New Market Tax Credits, which is a program with goals to generate jobs, provide 

vocational training, and develop community facilities that offer cultural, recreational, and education programs. 

In its new location, the non-profit offers educational programs, hosts events for the larger community, books 

conferences, trains the next generation of boat-builders, and provides arts education programming for 

community residents who do not have access to such opportunities. As an example, WaterFire provides extra 

space in their building to IntraCity Geeks, which runs coding, computer science, and technology programs 

for youth. Neighborhood revitalization was a primary goal at the outset of the project, and the WaterFire Arts 

Center has already demonstrated immediate positive results in the Valley neighborhood. 


